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Discrete and continuous prepulses have differential effects on startle prepulse inhibition and skin conductance orienting
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Abstract The effectiveness of different types of auditory prepulses in eliciting skin conductance orienting and in producing prepulse inhibition ~PPI! of the acoustic startle eyeblink was studied in two experiments. A discrete white noise prepulse produced greater PPI than either a continuous white noise, a discrete tone, or a continuous tone. The discrete white noise advantage was not due to similarity in bandwidth to the startle pulse or to a refractory effect of the prepulse. Moreover, a dissociation between PPI and skin conductance orienting was seen in both experiments. PPI using auditory prepulses appears to be dependent primarily on the acoustic characteristics of the transient portion of the prepulse, whereas skin conductance orienting is more dependent on the sustained portions of the stimulus. Descriptors: Startle, Prepulse inhibition, Discrete prepulse, Continuous prepulse, Orienting, Skin conductance



sus those that respond through the sustained duration of auditory stimuli ~see Musiek & Lamb, 1992, and Pickles, 1988, for reviews!. Thus, auditory prepulses can activate both short time constant, transient-sensitive neurons and long time constant, sustained-sensitive neurons. Graham and Murray ~1977! noted that “Gersuni ~1971! proposed that one function of the short-time system was rapid conduction to higher centers of the information that environmental change had been detected, while the more slowly acting long time system allowed for finer analysis of stimulus information” ~p. 114!. Thus, transient-sensitive neurons are thought to function as stimulus detectors and sustained-sensitive neurons are thought to function as stimulus analyzers or “discriminators” ~Berg, 1985!. Similar short time and long time constant neurons have also been found for visual and tactile stimuli ~Breitmeyer & Ganz, 1976; Gescheider, Hoffman, Harrison, Travis, & Bolanowski, 1994; Schwartz & Loop, 1984!. It has been hypothesized that acoustic elicitation of startle and PPI are controlled by the activation of short time constant neurons ~Graham & Murray, 1977!. Several studies have supported the hypothesis that the transient system makes the greatest contribution to PPI ~Blumenthal & Levey, 1989; Graham & Murray, 1977; Lane, Ornitz, & Guthrie, 1991!. These studies compared the effectiveness of discrete prepulses ~brief, nonstartling stimuli that terminate before the startle stimulus is presented! with the effectiveness of continuous prepulses ~longer, nonstartling stimuli that continue up to and sometimes beyond when the startle stimulus is presented!. Graham and Murray ~1977! used 1000-Hz tone prepulses that were either discrete ~20 ms! or continuous ~duration of the lead interval! at 60 or 70 dB~A! with lead intervals of 30, 60, 120, and



The startle eyeblink is part of the more general startle reflex, a set of physiological changes which occur in response to any rapid change in stimulation of sufficient intensity, and is a very robust and reliable indicator of startle ~Graham, 1975!. Startle eyeblink is an automatic reflexive response mediated at the brainstem level, but the magnitude of the startle reflex can be modified reliably and predictably if a nonstartling stimulus ~the prepulse! is presented prior to a startling stimulus ~Graham, 1975; Hoffman & Ison, 1980!. Specifically, the startle eyeblink is inhibited if the interval ~referred to as the lead interval! between the onsets of the prepulse and the startle stimulus is relatively short ~between 30 and 500 ms!, a phenomenon referred to as “prepulse inhibition” ~PPI! ~see Hoffman, 1999, for a review of the history of this term; see recent literature reviews by Blumenthal, 1999, and Filion, Dawson, & Schell, 1998!. Throughout the auditory system, from the cochlear nucleus to the primary auditory cortex, neurons have been distinguished that respond specifically to the transient onset of auditory stimuli ver-
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Discrete vs. continuous prepulses 240 ms. The startle burst was a 50-ms, 105-dB~A! broad-band white noise burst. The results showed that there was no difference in inhibition produced by discrete and continuous prepulses; that inhibition was seen at all lead intervals and was maximal at a lead interval of 120 ms for both discrete and continuous prepulses; and that prepulses of greater intensity produced significantly more inhibition than prepulses at a lower intensity. Because the discrete and continuous prepulses did not produce significantly different PPI, Graham and Murray concluded that “the absence of any increase in inhibition with increase in stimulus duration beyond 20 ms, taken in conjunction with the finding of greater inhibition with greater lead stimulus intensity, implies that it is the magnitude of the change in intensity and not total stimulus energy that produces the inhibitory effect” ~p. 112, emphasis in original!. Graham and Murray therefore concluded that PPI is due solely to the transient, not steady-state, characteristics of the prepulse. Blumenthal and Levey ~1989! suggested that the transient aspect of prepulses inhibits startle ~Experiment 1! and that the steadystate portion of a prepulse produces startle facilitation ~Experiment 2!. The algebraic summation of the inhibitory and facilitatory effects determines the amount of startle modulation, with the two different effects resulting from two different mechanisms ~see Hoffman & Wible, 1969!. Similarly, Lane et al. ~1991! also found supporting evidence from three separate experiments that PPI is due to the transient system responding to transient changes in the environment. Lane et al. found that PPI was elicited by both tone onset and tone offset of discrete prepulses, with tone onset producing more inhibition than tone offset. Graham ~1992! hypothesized that the onset of a prepulse initiates an automatic process called the transient-detecting response ~TDR!, mediated by the transient neurons, which rapidly conveys the information that a transient change has been detected, but not necessarily discriminated from any other stimulus. Näätänen ~1992! described the TDR as a system sensitive only to onsets and offsets of stimulus energy that is able to detect the change in energy but is not able to process the qualitative aspects of the energy. The TDR, Graham argued, serves as the mechanism for gating subsequent stimuli or attenuating the effects of high intensity stimuli, such as a startle burst. On the other hand, the sustained portion of a prepulse activates another automatic process, the generalized orienting response ~OR!, which is elicited by a stimulus that is novel or unexpected, and which is mediated by sustained neurons. Graham ~1992! conceptualized two different processing “filters”: a low-pass filter that elicits the OR if the stimulus intensity is low or the defensive response if the intensity is high; and a high-pass filter that elicits a TDR if the stimulus intensity is low, or a startle response if the intensity is high. The low-pass filter has the characteristic of responding to long latency and prolonged output, whereas the high-pass filter responds to short latency and brief output. Low-pass filtering, therefore, would be responsible for processing continuous stimuli whereas high-pass filtering would be responsible for processing discrete stimuli, such as a transient change in the environment. If a stimulus has characteristics that would activate both filters, such as the transient onset of a tone with a sustained output, the filters can sum algebraically and partially cancel each other out. Discrete prepulses activate only the transient neurons, whereas continuous prepulses activate both the transient and sustained neurons. The steady-state portion of a continuous prepulse activates the sustained neurons, which can attenuate the inhibition produced by the activation of the transient neurons. Thus, the transient neurons are presumed to be responsible for inhibitory effects of PPI,



225 whereas sustained neurons are responsible for facilitatory effects ~Graham & Murray, 1977; Hoffman & Wible, 1969!. Blumenthal ~1999! referred to this effect as a “transient advantage,” because a discrete prepulse makes a greater contribution to the inhibition of startle. As described above, Graham ~1975, 1980! hypothesized that PPI reflects low-level inhibition that acts as a mechanism to protect prepulse processing. Braff and Geyer ~1990! and their colleagues have also proposed that PPI is a measure of sensorimotor gating, or the mechanism that protects the processing of new stimuli ~the prepulse! by screening out competing or nonrelevant ~startling! stimuli. Using discrete white noise prepulses in a passive attention task, Braff and colleagues have shown impaired PPI in schizophrenia patients ~Braff, Grillon, & Geyer, 1992; Grillon, Ameli, Charney, Krystal, & Braff, 1992!. However, using continuous tone prepulses in an active attention task, other studies have found normal PPI in patients with schizophrenia but abnormal attentional modulation of PPI ~Dawson, Hazlett, Filion, Nuechterlein, & Schell, 1993; Dawson et al., in prep.; Hazlett et al., 1998!. The discrepancies between these two sets of studies may be due in part to the nature of the prepulse used in the different laboratories and thus to different filters being activated by the different prepulses. The purpose of the present studies was to examine in greater detail the differential effects of discrete and continuous auditory prepulses on PPI and skin conductance orienting. The first experiment reported here compared three types of prepulses: ~1! discrete white noises; ~2! continuous tones; and ~3! discrete tones. A white noise startle stimulus was used with all prepulses. The comparison of the discrete white noise with the continuous tone allowed a direct comparison of the types of prepulses used by Braff et al. ~1992! and Dawson et al. ~1993!, whereas the comparison of the discrete tone with the continuous tone allowed prepulse acoustic quality to be held constant while comparing discrete versus continuous prepulses. It was expected that both discrete prepulses ~white noise and tone! would result in greater PPI than the continuous prepulse. It was also further expected that skin conductance orienting response ~SCOR! magnitudes would be greater to continuous prepulses than to discrete prepulses, consistent with the hypothesis of Graham ~1992! that the OR is mediated by sustained neurons. EXPERIMENT 1 Method Participants Forty-two undergraduate students at the University of Southern California were recruited from undergraduate psychology classes and received course credit for participation. There were 6 men and 36 women. Design This study used a 2 3 3 completely within-subject design. The first variable was lead interval ~60 ms and 120 ms!. The second variable was prepulse type ~discrete white noise, continuous tone, and discrete tone!. Experimental Stimuli The startle stimulus consisted of a 40-ms, 104-dB~A! white noise burst ~20 Hz–20 kHz! with a near instantaneous rise0fall time, generated by a Grason–Stadler 901B noise generator. The discrete



226 white noise prepulse consisted of a 20-ms, 75-dB~A! white noise burst with a near instantaneous rise0fall time, generated by a Grason– Stadler 901B noise generator. The continuous tone prepulse was a 1000-Hz, 75-dB~A! tone with a duration of 1000 ms and a rise0fall time of 25 ms. The discrete tone prepulse was a 1000-Hz, 75dB~A! tone with a duration of 20 ms and a near instantaneous rise0fall time. Intensities were calibrated with a model 33-2055 Realistic Sound Level Meter and a model EC-9A Quest Electronics earphone coupler. The tone prepulses were generated by a sound card ~SoundBlaster 16!. All of the auditory stimuli were presented binaurally through headphones ~Telephonics TDH-49P!. The onsets, durations, and intervals between stimuli were controlled by a custom-built 486 computer with a Metrabyte DAS-16 A0D board. Procedure Upon arrival to the laboratory, subjects were asked to read and sign a consent form and to fill out a general health questionnaire. A brief introduction was then presented on audiotape followed by the attachment of electrodes for the recording of skin conductance and startle eyeblink. The testing session began with the presentation of three startle-alone probes. Following this, prepulses were presented in a mixed, pseudorandom order. There were a total of 36 prepulses, 12 of each prepulse type. Of each prepulse type only 8 were probed. Of these 8 probed prepulses, 4 were probed at 60 ms and 4 were probed at 120 ms. SCORs were measured on the four prepulses without startle probes. The average intertrial interval ~ITI! was 15 s, with a range of 12–18 s. Startle stimuli were presented alone during 24 of the ITIs. Responses to the startle alone stimulus, presented during the ITI, were used as a control startle measure with which to compute PPI. Recording and Scoring of Dependent Variables The primary dependent variables were startle eyeblink magnitude and SCOR magnitude. Startle eyeblink was measured as electromyographic ~EMG! activity from two miniature Ag-AgCl electrodes ~4 mm in diameter! placed over the orbicularis oculi muscle of the left eye, one centered below the pupil and the other approximately 10 mm lateral to the first. The EMG signal was fed to a Grass 7P3 wide band integrator0preamplifier and a 7DA driver amplifier. Eyeblinks were recorded at full wave rectification with and without integration at a time constant of 20 ms. The raw EMG signal was digitized at a rate of 2000 Hz for 200 ms preceding and 300 ms following the presentation of each startle-eliciting loud noise. The startle eyeblink amplitude was then scored offline by a custom algorithm developed by Eric J. Vanman. In this algorithm the amplitude of each response is scored in microvolts as the difference between the mean rectified EMG activity in the 100 ms preceding the onset of the startle stimulus and the mean rectified EMG activity in the 10 ms preceding and following the peak EMG activity following the startle stimulus. The peak of the response is defined as the highest microvolt average taken across three consecutive EMG samples ~across a 1.5 consecutive ms time period!. Percentage change units were then computed as the measure of PPI: @~probe 2 ITI startle!0ITI startle# 3 100%. Percentage change units are preferred over difference scores ~probe 2 ITI startle! because difference scores in absolute microvolt units are correlated with baseline startle blink amplitude whereas percentage change units are not, removing the dependence on baseline startle ~Jennings, Schell, Filion, & Dawson, 1996!. SCORs were collected from the volar surface of the distal phalanges of the first and second fingers of the left hand using two



J.K. Wynn, M.E. Dawson, and A.M. Schell Ag-AgCl electrodes ~10 mm in diameter! filled with a 0.05 M NaCl Unibase paste. A constant 0.5 V was applied across the electrodes and the skin conductance signal was amplified by a Grass 7P1 preamplifier and a 7DAE driver amplifier. The SCORs were collected and stored on the computer and were also recorded on paper. SCORs to prepulses presented without startle probes, which were hand scored, were increases in skin conductance beginning between 1.0 and 4.0 s following prepulse onset and having a minimum response amplitude of 0.05 mS. Results For all analyses Greenhouse–Geisser corrections were used for repeated-measures analyses of variance ~ANOVAs! with more than one degree of freedom. We report uncorrected degrees of freedom, corrected p values, and E values. Rom’s procedure ~Rom, 1990! was used for all groups of post hoc t tests to control for experimentwise Type I error. The data were cleaned of outliers on a trial-bytrial basis prior to statistical analysis; outlier data points were those that were more than 3 SD above the mean of the distribution for that trial and at least 2 SD removed from the next more central score in the distribution. SCORs There were a total of 42 subjects in Experiment 1. However, due to equipment malfunction or ORs that were contaminated by movement or noise, a total of 35 subjects had usable SCORs to all three types of prepulses. Therefore, analyses were conducted using the data from these 35 subjects. A one-way ~prepulse: discrete white noise, discrete tone, continuous tone!, within-subject repeated-measures ANOVA was performed on SCOR magnitudes. There was no main effect of prepulse. Mean SCOR magnitudes for each prepulse were, respectively, 0.084, 0.052, and 0.123. Although there were no significant differences between any of the magnitudes, the difference in orienting to a discrete tone compared with a continuous tone approached significance, t ~34! 5 2.00, p , .06, with the continuous tone eliciting larger SCORs. PPI Of the 42 subjects in Experiment 1, data from four were discarded due to equipment malfunction in recording EMG activity and four others due to excessive nonresponsiveness to the startling stimuli. Nonresponsivity was defined as having an average blink magnitude on the startle-alone trials of less than 1 mV. The baseline startle blink in this experiment had a magnitude of 44.87 mV. A 2 ~lead interval: 60 ms, 120 ms! 3 3 ~prepulse: discrete white noise, discrete tone, continuous tone! within-subject, repeatedmeasures ANOVA was performed on percent change EMG scores. Means are presented in Figure 1. There was a main effect of prepulse, F~2,66! 5 12.26, p , .001, E 5 0.9760, with greater inhibition produced by the discrete white noise at both lead intervals, and a main effect of lead interval, F~1,33! 5 8.66, p , .01, with greater inhibition seen with a lead interval of 120 ms with all prepulses. There was no lead interval by prepulse interaction. Post hoc t tests revealed the following significant differences: at a lead interval of 60 ms, only the discrete white noise and discrete tone differed significantly, t~33! 5 3.17, p , .01; at a lead interval of 120 ms, the discrete white noise differed significantly from the discrete tone, t~33! 5 4.72, p , .001, and from the continuous tone, t~33! 5 5.86, p , .001.



Discrete vs. continuous prepulses



Figure 1. Mean prepulse inhibition ~PPI! to three types of prepulses at 60 and 120 ms in Experiment 1. *Significant difference in PPI at 60 ms between the discrete white noise prepulse and discrete tone prepulse. **Significant difference in PPI at 120 ms between the discrete white noise prepulse and both the discrete tone and continuous tone prepulses. Bars represent standard errors of the mean.



Discussion It was expected that a discrete prepulse, regardless of the nature of its sound, would produce greater PPI than a continuous prepulse. However, greater inhibition was found only for the discrete white noise prepulse. Contrary to the initial hypothesis, the amount of PPI produced by the discrete tone did not differ significantly from that produced by the continuous tone. Although orienting to the continuous prepulse was not significantly greater to the two discrete prepulses, the difference was in the predicted direction and approached significance ~ p , .06!. There are in theory at least two not incompatible reasons for the finding of greater PPI to the discrete white noise prepulse. The first is that there might be more attention directed to the discrete white noise because it is similar in nature to the startle-eliciting white noise. Second, there might also be a refractory effect of the white noise prepulse affecting the response to the startle probe, if that prepulse itself has a tendency to elicit startle. The importance of similarity between the prepulse and the startle stimulus was suggested by Acocella and Blumenthal ~1990!, who used two different tones and one broadband white noise prepulse, all 20 ms in duration. The startle stimulus was a 50-ms, 90-dB broadband noise burst with an instantaneous rise0fall time. Subjects were instructed in one block to attend to specific prepulses ~only one of the three! and press a button when they heard that prepulse and to completely ignore all prepulses in another block. Briefly, attentional effects on startle response probability were found, with probability decreasing when the subjects attended to the prepulse. It was also found that the noise prepulse was slightly ~but not significantly! more effective in inhibiting startle than the tone prepulses. Acocella and Blumenthal suggested that this might be due to the similarity in bandwidth between the noise prepulse and the startle. The results of Experiment 1 may also be due to a refractory effect of the prepulse. Broadband noise of low intensity, in the range of the prepulse used here, has been shown to elicit larger and more frequent EMG activity of the orbicularis oculi than pure



227 tones ~Blumenthal & Goode, 1991!. However, there is evidence that PPI cannot be accounted for fully by the presence of a prepulseelicited EMG response. Hammond, McAdam, and Ison ~1972! found that rats exhibited startle inhibition ~measured by a stabilimeter! even if EMG activity was seen in forelimb flexor and extensor muscles while the prepulse was presented. Graham and Murray ~1977! also found that even though there was significant responsiveness to the prepulses, this responsiveness still did not account for the blink inhibition seen in the presence of those prepulses, meaning that there was no refractory effect of the prepulse on PPI. The purpose of the second experiment was to replicate the findings of Experiment 1 and to examine the two alternative hypotheses mentioned above. This experiment was accomplished by using four types of prepulses ~discrete tone, continuous tone, discrete white noise, and continuous white noise! and two types of startle stimuli ~tone bursts and white noise bursts!. The hypothesis was that a prepulse of the same auditory quality as the startle stimulus would produce more PPI than a dissimilar prepulse. It was also hypothesized that, overall, discrete prepulses would result in greater PPI than continuous prepulses. Moreover, EMG activity elicited by prepulses presented without startle probes was recorded to determine whether or not there was a greater EMG response elicited by the white noise prepulse. It was hypothesized that broadband white noise prepulses would elicit more EMG change than pure tone prepulses. It was also again hypothesized that the SCORs would be greater to continuous prepulses than to discrete prepulses, as predicted by Graham ~1992!. EXPERIMENT 2 Method Participants Sixty-one undergraduate students at the University of Southern California were recruited from undergraduate psychology classes and received course credit for participation. There were 10 men and 51 women. Design This experiment used a 2 3 2 3 2 mixed design. The first variable was startle stimulus type ~tone startle vs. white noise startle!, which was a between-groups variable, with subjects randomly assigned to groups. The second variable was prepulse duration ~discrete vs. continuous!, and the third variable was sound quality ~white noise prepulse vs. tone prepulse!, both varied within subjects, with a constant lead interval of 120 ms in duration. Procedure All recording and presentation of experimental stimuli remained the same as in Experiment 1 with the exception of the following: the tone startle was generated by a BK Precision 3011B function generator and fed through an amplifier, the continuous prepulses were only 120 ms in duration, and all prepulses and startle stimuli had a near instantaneous rise0fall time. The testing session began with the presentation of three startle alone probes. Following this presentation, probed prepulses were presented in a mixed, pseudorandom order. There were a total of 40 prepulses, 10 of each prepulse type. Of each prepulse type only 6 were probed. EMG activity, in addition to SCORs, to each of the 4 prepulses presented without startle probes were also recorded in this experiment. There were also a total of 24 startle-alone trials



228 interspersed between prepulse trials, which served as ITI control values. The average ITI was 15 s, with a range of 12–18 s. Results SCORs There were a total of 61 subjects in Experiment 2. However, equipment malfunction ~a signal marker malfunction made SCOR latency unmeasurable for 22 subjects! or movement artifacts reduced the number of usable subjects in the analysis of orienting to 39 ~20 in the white noise group and 19 in the tone startle group!. A 2 ~group: white noise startle vs. tone startle! 3 2 ~prepulse duration: discrete vs. continuous! 3 2 ~prepulse sound quality: white noise vs. tone! repeated-measures ANOVA was performed on SCOR magnitudes. There was no main effect of group or any interaction of group with any of the other variables. SCOR magnitudes, averaged across groups, are presented Figure 2A. There was a main effect of prepulse duration, F~1,37! 5 17.68, p , .001, with the continuous prepulses eliciting larger SCORs than the discrete prepulses. There also was a main effect of prepulse sound quality, F~1,37! 5 16.78, p , .001, with the white noise prepulses eliciting greater SCOR magnitudes than the tone prepulses. There were no other significant main effects or interactions.



Figure 2. ~A! Mean skin conductance orienting response ~SCOR! magnitudes, averaged across groups, to four types of prepulses presented without startle probes in Experiment 2. Bars represent standard errors of the mean. ~B! Mean electromyogram ~EMG! activity, averaged across groups, elicited by four types of prepulses presented without startle probes in Experiment 2. Bars represent standard errors of the mean.



J.K. Wynn, M.E. Dawson, and A.M. Schell EMG Activity to Prepulses Alone Of the 61 subjects in Experiment 2, data from eight had to be discarded from the startle modification analysis due to excessive nonresponsiveness to the startling stimuli. As a result, a total of 29 subjects remained in the white noise startle group and a total of 24 subjects in the tone startle group. A 2 ~group: white noise startle vs. tone startle! 3 2 ~prepulse duration: discrete vs. continuous! 3 2 ~prepulse sound quality: white noise prepulse vs. tone prepulse! repeated-measures ANOVA was performed on the EMG activity elicited by the prepulses alone. There was no main effect of group or any interaction of group with any of the other variables. The mean EMG activity to prepulses alone, averaged across groups, are presented in Figure 2B. There was a main effect of prepulse sound quality, F~1,51! 5 14.98, p , .001, with the white noise prepulses eliciting more EMG activity than the tone prepulses. There was also a main effect of prepulse duration, F~1,51! 5 4.15, p , .05, and a significant sound quality by prepulse duration interaction, F~1,51! 5 10.43, p , .01, with the continuous white noise prepulse eliciting more EMG activity than any of the other three prepulses in both groups. PPI A 2 ~group: white noise startle vs. tone startle! 3 2 ~prepulse duration: discrete vs. continuous! 3 2 ~prepulse sound quality: white noise vs. tone! repeated-measures ANOVA was performed on the percent change PPI scores. The baseline startle control values for those in the white noise startle group and those in the tone startle group were 13.73 and 7.53 mV, respectively. There was no main effect of group or any interaction of group with any of the other variables. There was a main effect of prepulse sound quality, F~1,51! 5 9.48, p , .01, a main effect of prepulse duration, F~1,51! 5 9.34, p , .01, and a significant prepulse sound quality by prepulse duration interaction, F~1,51! 5 6.62, p , .05. As can be seen in Figure 3, these effects are due mainly to the discrete white noise, which produced the greatest amount of inhibition. Post hoc t tests comparing the discrete white noise against the three other prepulses confirmed that the discrete white noise prepulse



Figure 3. Prepulse inhibition ~PPI; percent change scores! results, averaged across both tone startle and white noise startle groups, in Experiment 2. *Significant difference in PPI between the discrete white noise prepulse and all three other prepulses. Bars represent standard errors of the mean.



Discrete vs. continuous prepulses produced significantly more PPI than any of the other three prepulses, all ts . 3.18, p , .01. GENERAL DISCUSSION The principal finding of the two experiments reported here is that a discrete white noise prepulse produced significantly more PPI than either a discrete tone, a continuous tone, or a continuous white noise. It was thought that the advantage of the discrete white noise seen in Experiment 1 may have been due to its similarity to the startle noise. However, the results of Experiment 2 show clearly that this was not the case. Regardless of whether the subject received white noise startle stimuli or tone startle stimuli, the discrete white noise consistently produced significantly more PPI than either the discrete tone, continuous tone, or continuous white noise. The argument that discrete prepulses produce greater PPI due to their inherent transient advantage may have to be reexamined in light of the present findings. The present results show that the transient advantage appears only under certain conditions. The transient advantage hypothesis would have led us to expect that the discrete tone would have produced greater PPI than the continuous tone. However, the transient advantage seems to have appeared only when the prepulse was both discrete and was a white noise. The superiority of the discrete white noise in producing PPI is unlikely to be due to any refractory process resulting from EMG activity elicited by that prepulse. The continuous white noise prepulse elicited more EMG activity than any of the other three prepulses, including the discrete white noise. If a muscle refractory period elicited by a prepulse is able to enhance the inhibition produced by that prepulse, the continuous white noise would have been more effective than other prepulses. Blumenthal and Goode ~1991! also found that a discrete white noise prepulse elicited more EMG activity than a discrete tone prepulse, and that the magnitude of the difference increased as prepulse duration increased. In contrast to the clear advantage of the discrete white noise in producing greater PPI, there was either a marginal finding ~Experiment 1! or significant finding ~Experiment 2! that the continuous prepulses ~either white noise or tone! produced a greater amount of skin conductance orienting. Because orienting reflects greater attention devoted to a stimulus ~Öhman, 1992! and because there is evidence that directing attention to a prepulse increases the amount of PPI ~for a review, see Filion et al., 1998!, it would seem that the prepulses that produced the greatest amount of orienting in these two experiments should have also produced the greatest amount of PPI. However, this result was not found, possibly because a passive attention paradigm was used. More interestingly, what was found was a dissociation between orienting and PPI that is consistent with Graham’s ~1992! distinction between the OR ~low-pass filter! and the TDR ~high-pass filter!. The OR was sensitive to the sustained portion of a prepulse, resulting in larger SCORs to continuous than to discrete prepulses, and the TDR was sensitive to the transient portions of a prepulse, resulting in greater PPI to discrete than to continuous prepulses, as predicted by Graham. So the question remains why it is that the discrete white noise produced the greatest amount of PPI when it does not elicit greater orienting and does not elicit greater EMG activity. It may be that the discrete white noise produced more PPI than the discrete tone because it covered a broader range of frequencies, which activated more of the cochlear nucleus. Studies in rats have shown that when the ventral cochlear nucleus receives a stimulus, such as a prepulse, the pedunculopontine nucleus is activated, which then sends inhibitory signals to the nucleus reticularis pontis caudalis, the



229 nucleus linked to the motor neurons that control eyeblink, producing PPI ~see review by Dawson, Schell, Swerdlow, & Filion, 1997!. It may be that the white noise activates the entire inhibitory circuit, particularly transient neurons, to a greater extent than a tone. Alternatively, some sound frequencies may be more effective in eliciting PPI than others, and the white noise prepulse may contain more of these frequencies. However, Hoffman and Searle ~1968! tested for a frequency advantage of prepulses on PPI in the rat. Discrete prepulses that were 10 ms long of either 700 or 5120 Hz were presented 100 ms before 700- or 5120-Hz tone bursts that were 20 ms long, all with a 70-dB SPL broad-band random noise background. The rats received all possible combinations of startle stimuli and prepulses, and there were no significant differences among any of the PPI effects observed. Therefore, there was no frequency advantage and there was also no prepulse0startle sound quality interaction, consistent with the results of Experiment 2. Hoffman and Searle state that, at least in rats, “the combination of prepulse frequency and primary stimulus frequency @the startle burst# is irrelevant in determining whether or not inhibition occurs.” ~p. 276!. Other possible factors that could have impacted the results are click transients or frequency splatter resulting from the rapid rise times of the prepulse onsets. However, by looking at the results in greater detail, we believe that these factors had no effect. In Experiment 1, both discrete prepulses had instantaneous rise times, whereas the continuous tone had a 25-ms rise time. If frequency splatter or click transients affected PPI, PPI would have been greater to the discrete tone than to the continuous tone. However, this was not the case. In Experiment 2, all prepulses had instantaneous rise times. Again, only the discrete white noise was significantly different from the other three prepulses. Therefore we think that click transients are unlikely to have an important influence on the results in either experiment. Perhaps the most compelling suggestion, then, for why the discrete white noise was the most effective prepulse comes from basic psychophysical research. It has been shown that the subjective loudness of the noise ~as measured in phons! increases as the bandwidth of a noise increases, even though the physical intensity ~dB! remains the same ~for a review, see Scharf & Houtsma, 1986!. For example, a white noise is subjectively louder than a 1000-Hz tone at the same physical intensity due to loudness summation of the white noise. It has been shown that as the loudness ~as measured in sound pressure level! of a prepulse increases, more PPI is produced ~Blumenthal, 1996!. It would therefore follow reasonably that as the subjective loudness of a prepulse increases more PPI would be produced as well. The combination of a transient advantage and the subjective loudness of the discrete white noise is the likely reason that the discrete white noise produced the greatest amount of PPI. What implications do the present results have for interpreting PPI anomalies in schizophrenia? By themselves, the results reported here do not seem to resolve the discrepant findings of Braff et al. ~1992!, who used a discrete white noise prepulse, and those of Dawson et al. ~1993!, who used a continuous tone prepulse. However, the discrepancy may be resolved, at least in part, by focusing on the differential effects of the transient versus the sustained portions of the prepulse. That is, the transient portion may instigate the startle inhibition effect, whereas the sustained portion may generate startle facilitation, with the net result being the observed PPI ~see Blumenthal & Levey, 1989; Hoffman & Wible, 1969!, and this net result may be impaired in patients with schizophrenia using discrete as opposed to continuous prepulses.
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J.K. Wynn, M.E. Dawson, and A.M. Schell



The present findings have both theoretical and practical implications. They are consistent with previous indications that it is the transient properties of the prepulse that are most critical for PPI, but clarify that other acoustic properties of an auditory prepulse are important as well. They also underscore the differential contributions of short time constant, transient-sensitive neurons and long time constant, sustained-sensitive neurons to PPI and orienting,



respectively, as PPI was maximized by discrete white noise prepulses and the SCOR by continuous white noise prepulses. Finally, the results suggest that some of the inconsistencies in the literature regarding PPI impairment in schizophrenia may derive from the use of discrete versus continuous prepulses, and may help to focus investigation more clearly on the nature of the relevant attentional and neurophysiological impairments in schizophrenia.
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